Abstract. We present a language and semantics-independent, compositional and inductive method for specifying formal semantics or semantic properties of programs in equivalent xpoint, equational, constraint, closure-condition, rule-based and game-theoretic form. The de nitional method is obtained by extending set-theoretic de nitions in the context of partial orders. It is parameterized by the language syntax, by the semantic domains and by the semantic transformers corresponding to atomic and compound program components. The de nitional method is shown to be preserved by abstract interpretation in either xpoint, equational, constraint, closure-condition, rule-based or game-theoretic form. The features common to all possible instantiations are factored out thus allowing for results of general scope such as well-de nedness, semantic equivalence, soundness and relative completeness of abstract interpretations, etc. to be proved compositionally in a general language and semantics-independent framework.
Introduction
Program semantics as well as program proof and analysis methods can be presented in many di erent styles: { Fixpoint de nitions have been introduced to de ne the denotational semantics of programming languages (see e.g. 14]); { Equational de nitions are of common use e.g. in context-free grammars 3], abstract interpretation 6], etc; { Constraint-based de nitions are used e.g. in set-based program analysis 11] or in type inference 15]; { A typical use of closure-condition-based de nitions is to de ne sets of terms (see e.g. 19], p. 681); { Rule-based de nitions are used e.g. in , in structured operational semantics 17], type inference 10], program analysis 16]; { Game-theoretic de nitions have been used to prove full abstraction for PCF 1] .
We would like to compare these methods for de ning program semantics, proofs and program analyses compositionally, by induction on the program syntax both in a language-independent way and in an order-theoretic setting (rather than in the context of set-theory as in 2]).
As far as the language-independent modeling of the semantics of programming languages is concerned, transition systems are a simple model of the operational semantics. No equivalent exists for notions such that Hoare logic or Scott-Strachey denotational semantics. In order to proceed compositionally by induction on the program syntax, these notions are often introduced using a simple programming language 4, 14] . Reasonings using this particular example are not general enough. It follows that, with the notable exception of operational semantics modeled by a (labeled) transition system, formal semantics and program analyses are di cult to present in the abstract, independently of a particular programming language. In this paper we propose a method to cope with such problems.
We show that using a meta-syntax scheme and a meta-semantics scheme, it is possible to propose a general framework for de ning the semantics, proofs and analysis of programs compositionally by induction on the meta-syntax. We show that the xpoint, equational, constraint, closure-condition, rule-based, and game-theoretic styles of de nition of the meta-semantics are not fundamentally di erent but a simple matter of presentation with equivalent interpretations. We next show that this de nitional method is preserved by abstract interpretation. This means that the abstraction of a semantics can be presented in the same style as the semantics. Finally this de nitional method is shown to be useful for proving general language-independent results such well-de nedness, semantic equivalence, soundness and relative completeness of abstract interpretations.
Introductory example
Let us rst illustrate the de nition of the semantics S X . 0 + aX] ] of the -expression X . 0 + aX 13] in equivalent xpoint, equational, constraint, closurecondition, rule-based and game-theoretic form. For the sake of conciseness the behaviors of -expressions are described by sets of nite sequences of actions.
In xpoint form, the semantics S X . 0 where the rule instance P c means that from the set P of premises one can infer the conclusion c.
Finally, the semantics S X . 0 + aX] ] can also be inductively de ned by the game with rules (presented in tabular and set of pairs forms):
I II 0 ; a f g fh0; ;i; ha ; f gi j 2 f0; ag ? g The game starts with player I choosing = 1 2 f0; ag ? . If after n moves player I chooses n 2 f0; ag ? then player II must choose some X n such that h n ; X n i is allowed by the rules. The answer of player I must be some n+1 2 X n . A player who is blocked has lost. If the game goes on for ever, player II has lost.
The semantics S X . 0 + aX] ] is the set of initial for which player II has a winning strategy in the game.
Such set-theoretic de nitions are now extended in the context of partialorders to proceed compositionally, by induction on the syntax of programs.
Syntax Scheme
Following 7], we let L be a non-empty set of program components (or fragments) and P L be the non-empty subset of complete programs. The interpretation of these axioms and rule schemata in terms of rule instances, the meaning of which is provided by (3) We now show that abstract interpretation preserves the xpoint, equational, constraint, closure-condition, rule-based and game-theoretic de nitional method for specifying abstract semantic properties of programs.
Galois Connections
The abstraction process is formalized using Galois connections between posets 6, 9] . 
Example
As a very simple example of abstraction, we consider the collecting of letters occurring in the sentences of a language and apply it to approximate the semantics of -expressions. This illustrates the formal compositional derivation of the abstract semantics from its de nition. The theory of abstract interpretation provides various ways of approximating each constructor (sum, lift, (smash) product, function space, powerset/domain, etc.) of set/domain theory 6, 9]. Since semantic domains are de ned inductively using these constructors, abstraction can be lifted compositionally to abstract semantic domains, in general by induction on the rank (measuring the complexity) of the semantic domain. For example, in the case of -expressions, the basis is given by the abstraction of a language L by the set of letters x appearing in sentences of L. v It should be noted that the method for designing the abstract semantics is systematic as opposed to empirical conception with a posteriori veri cation of the
